
The Need
As global businesses face a burgeoning threat landscape, 
maintaining enterprise security and risk management 

presents evolving 
challenges. 
Founders of the 
Global Security 
Risk Management 
Alliance (GSRMA) 
have realized the 
pressing need 
for new thought 
leadership and 

clarity. Driven by technologies such as cloud computing, 
adoption of digital and social media, rapid geo-political 
shifts, and new regulatory environments, businesses have 
entered 2015 facing significant and serious macro risks that 
challenge their ability to compete in a global environment. 
Unfortunately, many organizations lack an effective security 
strategy to address this changing environment.
 The evolving nature of threats suggests that the 
distinction between “traditional and logical” security grows 
less clear every day and adhering to it, may, in fact, prevent 
effective risk management and mitigation. Widespread 
adoption of unified security strategies is missing, as are the 
systemic and practical application of risk principles that 
promise to provide more effective and efficient protection 
programs.

Alliance Framework
As security threats grow exponentially each year, 
corporations need to eliminate inefficiencies and 
develop a unified security strategy enacted through a 
risk management program that is agile and innovative. 
GSRMA founding members intend to provide a new 
platform – Enterprise Security Risk Management (ESRM) 
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– that is focused on the 
holistic management of 
both traditional and logical/
cyber security through the 
use of risk principles. The 
global enterprise will find 
this central thesis useful in 
developing a unified security 
framework for the governance 
and management of security-
related risk. It will serve to 
guide companies in better 
understanding security-related 
risk across the enterprise and 
in fashioning an overall ESRM 
program that can meet and 
mitigate today’s critical and 
challenging risks.

Next Steps
The Global Security Risk 
Management Alliance is 
developing an umbrella 
Enterprise Security Risk 
Management framework and 
guiding principles. These 
will enable and empower 
organizations to effectively manage evolving security-related 
risks to further their strategic objectives in an increasingly 
uncertain world.
We hope that security and business professionals with 
additional insights will join our efforts and share their 
expertise and experiences to benefit all. Please let us hear 
from you about your interest in this Alliance and willingness 
to participate. Feel free to reply via email to GSRMA or by 
calling Jeff Spivey at 704-521-8401. We hope to hear from you.
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JOIN OUR  MAILING LIST
If you wish to receive 
Alliance announcements and 
information, please join our 
mailing list.  
Click here.

“I have never seen a confluence 
of threats like those we face 
now.” – USA CIA Director 
John Brennan, September 2014
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Global Security Risk Management Alliance

Vision
To create a forum for the advancement of security risk 
management through the organic and deliberate sharing and 
collaboration of thought leadership in security and business 
practices across the enterprise including cybersecurity, 
information security, and physical security. 

Mission
The Alliance strives to provide an emerging and collective 
global view of the management of all security risk. By 
recognizing the nuances and degree of risk that various 
threats pose to different organizations, the Alliance will 
analyze distinct threat landscapes, share perspective, and 
enhance the effectiveness of managing security at the 
appropriate level for the enterprise. 
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